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ABSTRACT.
A partial order on a semigroup (S, •) is called natural if it is
defined by means of the multiplication
of S. It is shown that for any semigroup
(S, •) the relation a < b iff a = xb = by, xa = a for some x,y £ S1, is a
partial order. It coincides with the well-known natural partial order for regular
semigroups defined by Hartwig [4] and Nambooripad
[10]. Similar relations
derived from the natural partial order on the regular semigroup (Tx, o) of all
maps on the set X are investigated.

1. Introduction.

For any semigroup

(S, •) the set Eg of all idempotents

is

partially ordered by

(1)

e<f

iff e = ef = fe

{e,f£Es).

Since idempotents give a good deal of information on the semigroup, this partial
order can be used successfully in the study of (5, ■) as a whole. There have been
numerous attempts to extend this ordering from Es to all of S defining it by means
of the multiplication of S and postulating that its restriction to Es coincides with
the partial order (1) (see Burgess and Raphael [2], Hartwig [4], Lawson [8], McAlister [9] and Nambooripad [10]). The reason for the interest in such natural orders
lies in the obvious fact that such an ordering can provide additional information on
a given semigroup since it reflects its multiplication in a particular way.
An important class of semigroups for which such a natural partial order was
found is that of inverse semigroups. It was defined by V. Vagner in 1952 as follows:

(2)

a < b iff a = eb for some e G Es-

Compatible on both sides with multiplication (i.e. a < b implies ac < be and ca < cb
for all c G S) it proved very useful in the theory of inverse semigroups. It took about
30 years before this order relation was generalized to the class of regular semigroups.
This natural partial order was found by R. Hartwig [4] and K. Nambooripad [10]
in 1980, independently. The most commonly used definition is the following:

(3)

a < b iff a = eb = bf

for some e,f G Es-

For (5, •) an inverse semigroup this relation is the partial order (2) above. For {S, ■)
regular it is no longer compatible with multiplication on either side. Those regular
semigroups S for which a < b implies ac < be and ca < cb for all c G S, respectively,
were characterized by Blyth and Gomes [1], and for which both implications hold

by K. Nambooripad [10].
Several equivalent definitions of this natural partial order on a regular semigroup
are known. For completeness we list them all adding a new one (Lemma l(x)).
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Since the latter will be used in the sequel, we provide a short proof. This will solve
the problem of finding a natural partial order on any semigroup which for regular
semigroups coincide with the known relation (3) above. In the following lemma
condition (iv) is the definition given by R. Hartwig [4] and condition (vii) that of
K. Nambooripad [10]; conditions (ii), (iii) are due to G. Gomes [3], and (v), (vi)

to J. Hickey [5].
LEMMA 1. For a regular semigroup {S, ■) the following are equivalent:

(i) a = eb = bf for some e,/ € .Eg,
(ii) a = aa'b = ba"a for some a', a" G V{a) = {x G S\a = axa, x = xax},
(iii) a = aa°b = ba°a for some o° G V(o),
(iv) a'a — a'b and aa' = ba' for some a' G V{a),

(v) o = a6*6 = bb*a, a = ab*a for some b* G V{b),
(vi) a = axb = bxa, a = axa, b = bxb for some x G 5,
(vii) a = eb for some idempotent e G Ra and aS Ç bS,
(viii) for every idempotent f G Rb there is an idempotent e G Ra with e < f and

a = eb,

(ix) a = ab'a for some b' G V(6), aS Ç bS and Sa Ç Sb,
(x) a = xb = by, xa — a for some x,y G S,
(xi) a = eb = bx for some e G Es, x G 5.
PROOF. The equivalence of (i)—(iii) was proved by G. Gomes [3].
(iii) =>■(iv) a — aa°b implies a°a = a0 ■aa°b = a°b, and a = baPa implies
aa° = ba°a ■a0 = ba° since o° G V{a).
(iv) =>■(v) a'a = a'b implies a = aa'b, and aa' = 6a' implies a = ba'a; hence,

for b* G V{b) we get
ab*a = aa'b ■b* ■ba'a = aa'ba'a = aa'b ■a'a = a • a'a = a;
furthermore,

ab*b = aa'b ■6*6 = aa'b = a

and

66*a = 66*• ba'a = ba'a —a.

The equivalence of (v) and (vi) was proved by J. Hickey [5].
(vi) => (vii) From a = axa it follows that ax G Es, thus a — axb — eb with

e —ax G Ra', also, a = bxa G 65 implies that aS ÇbS.
The equivalence of (vii)-(ix) was proved by K. Nambooripad

[10].

(ix) =>■(x) Since {S, ■)is regular, aS Ç bS and Sa Ç 56 imply that a = xb = by
for some x, y G 5. Hence we obtain that

o = ab'a = xb ■b' ■by = xby = x ■by = xa.
(x) =>■(xi) For a' G V(a) we have a = aa'a = aa' ■xb = eb with e = aa'x G Es
since
e — aa'x ■aa'x = aa' ■xa ■a'x = aa ■a ■a'x = aa'x = e.
(xi) => (i) For a' G V{a) we have a — aa'a — bx • a'a — bf with / = xa'a G Es
since because a = eb we have ea = a and thus
/

= xa'a ■xa'a = xa' ■eb ■xa'a — xa'e ■a — xa' ■ea = xa' ■a = f.

REMARK. One can also add the right-left dual conditions.
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2. The generalization.
Using the equivalent properties of the natural partial
order on regular semigroups it is now possible to define a natural partial order
on any semigroup. Evidently, any one of the conditions in Lemma 1 allows a
generalization to arbitrary semigroups 5. The resulting relation will not be a
partial order on 5, in general. But with the exception of (vii)-(ix) all of them are
still antisymmetric relations. We give a proof for the case of condition (i); all the
other cases are similar.

PROPOSITION 2. Let (5,-) be any semigroup. Then the relation a ab iff a —
eb — bf for some e,/ 6 Est is reflexive and antisymmetric on S.
PROOF. Let (Tgi,o) be the semigroup of all mappings from 51 into 51 with
respect to composition of functions, where 51 denotes the set 5 if (5, •) has an
identity, and the set 5 with an identity adjoined in the other case. Consider the
extended right-regular representation of 5 (see Howie [6]), i.e.

ip: S —►
Tgi,

a(p = fa for all a G S,

xfa = xa for all x G S1.

Suppose now that a ab and baa for some elements a,b G 5. Thus there are
e, /, o, h G Es¡ such that a = eb = bf and b = ga = ah. Since p is a homomorphism
we get

ap = {ep>){bp)
= {bp){fp),

bip= {gp){ap>)= (aip)(fvp).

Since idempotents of (5,-) are mapped onto idempotents of (Tgi,o) and since
(Tgi, o) is a regular semigroup, we obtain by Lemma l(i) that ap =<;bp and bip =<:ap
in the natural partial order of (Tgi,o). Hence ap — bp and a — 6, because p is
one-to-one.
Examples of semigroups for which a is even a partial order are semigroups 5
such that Es forms a subsemigroup of 5. In particular, for every commutative
semigroup, a is a partial order which is compatible with multiplication, also. Using
condition (x) we get

THEOREM 3. For any semigroup (5,-) the relation "<" defined by: a <b iff
a — xb = by, xa = a for some x,y G S1, is a partial order on S called the natural

partial order of (5, •).
PROOF. Antisymmetry is proved as in Proposition 2. For the proof of transitivity let a,b G 5 such that a < b and b < a. Then there are x,y,w,z G 51 such

that
a = xb = by,

xa = a

and

b = wc = cz,

wb = b.

Hence, a = {xw)c = c{zy) and
{xw)a — {xw)by — x-wb-y

= x-b-y

= x-by — x ■a — a;

thus a < c.
COROLLARY. The natural partial order on the semigroup (5,-) coincides with
relation (3) above if{S, ■) is regular. It is equal to relation (1) above when restricted
to the set Es of idempotents.

PROOF. The proof is by application of Lemma 1.
The natural partial order is not compatible with multiplication
semigroup since it is not so for regular semigroups.
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3. A characterization.
The most obvious definition of a partial order on an
arbitrary semigroup (5, ■)arises by the regular representation of 5 mentioned above.
It is not a natural partial order in the strict sense. But it is tightly connected with
the natural partial order. In order to define it, consider again the extended rightregular representation tp of the semigroup (5, •) (see the proof of Proposition 2).
Since (Tgi, o) is a regular semigroup, it is naturally partially ordered by any of the
equivalent relations of Lemma 1. This ordering =<:can be characterized in terms of
mappings (Theorem 2.2 of Kowol and Mitsch [7]); namely, for /, g G Tgi,

/ =<;g iff (i) Im/ Ç Im g, (ii) Ker / > Kerg, (iii) if xg G Im/ for
some iêS1 then xg = xf.
Here Im/ denotes the range of / and Ker/ the equivalence relation on 51
associated with the mapping /, i.e. x(Ker f)y iff xf = yf. Now define a relation

T\ on 5 by

a ri 6 iff ap ^ bp,

(4)

iff fa ^ fb,
iff (i) S1a Ç 5X6,(ii) xb = yb {x,y G S1) =>•xa = ya,
(iii) xb G S1a (x G S1) =¿>xb = xa.

Similarly, using the extended left-regular representation of the semigroup (5, •) by
means of left translations fa G Tgi given by xfa — ax for all x G 51 and using the
dual composition of functions on Tgi, define a relation t2 on 5 by

(5)

ar26

iff fa ^ fb.

Evidently, the relations ti and t2 are partial orders on any semigroup (5, •) since
^ is a partial order on Tgi. It will be shown that the natural partial ordering on
(5, •) is equal to the intersection of ri and t2.
If p denotes any of the relations defined by conditions (i)-(vi), (x) and (xi),
respectively (Lemma 1), then p is finer than ri and t2 in the usual ordering of
binary relations. In fact, let a pb for some a,b G S. Applying the homomorphism
p: S —►Tgi to any of the defining equations of p one obtains an equation in
(Tgi, o). By Lemma 1 they each imply that ap ^ bp in the natural partial order ^
of (Tgi, o). Hence a Tib and ar2 6, respectively. Consequently, in the lattice of all
binary relations on 5, p Ç n and p Qt2 imply that p Ç n n r2. In particular, the
natural partial order < on 5 is finer than r = t\ n t2. Conversely, let a r 6 for some

a, 6 G 5. Then a n 6 and o t2 6, so that by (i) of (4) and (5) we obtain a = xb = by
for some x,y G S1. Hence, xb = a G S1a implies by (iii) of (4) that a — xb = xa
and a < b. Thus, < coincides with r = ri n t2.
THEOREM 4. For any semigroup (5, ■) the natural partial order is equal to the

relation t = t\ D t2 defined by (4) and (5) above.
COROLLARY. For any semigroup (5, •) and its natural partial order the following
conditions are equivalent.

(i) a < b,
(ii) a = wb = bz, az = a for some w,z G S1,
(iii) a = xb = by, xa — ay = a for some x, y G S1.
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PROOF. The proof is by the last argument preceding Theorem 4 using (4) and

(5).
REMARKS. (1) If the semigroup (5, •) satisfies the right (left) cancellation law,
then its natural partial order is trivial, but T\ {t2) is compatible on the right (left)
with multiplication.
Hence, 5 is a right (left) partially ordered semigroup with
respect to ri {t2).
(2) László Fuchs gave the following direct proof of the Corollary to Theorem 4:

a<b=>a

= xa = by,

xa = a=>ay

= xb-y = x-by = x-a = a.

He pointed out also that by use of property (iii) of the natural partial order on any
semigroup (5, •) (Corollary to Theorem 4) the antisymmetry of < can be shown as

follows:
a < b and b < a
=> a — xb = by, xa = ay = a and 6 = wa = az, wb — bz — b

{x,y,w,zG

51)

=> 6 = wa = w ■ay = wa ■y = b ■y = a.
(3) If the semigroup (5, ■) is periodic (in particular,
partial order on 5 is given by

a < b iff a = eb = bf

finite) then the natural

for some e, / G 2£gi

and coincides with the natural partial order (3) of regular semigroups.
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